SPANISH AND LINGUISTICS MAJOR

PREREQUISITES:
To declare the Spanish & Linguistics major, students must have an overall grade-point average of 2.0, must complete the lower division requirements and must meet with the department counselor in Rolfe 5314. All courses must be taken for a letter grade.

LOWER DIVISION REQUIREMENTS- 3 courses
Students MUST pass these courses with a C or better.
___ Spanish 25 Advanced Spanish & Composition OR Spanish 27 Composition for Spanish Speakers
___ Spanish/Portuguese m35 Spanish, Portuguese and Nature of Language OR Linguistics 20 Introduction to Linguistics* (A grade of B- or higher is require in Ling 20 in order to advance on to the upper division Linguistics courses)
___ Spanish 42 Iberian Culture OR Spanish 44 Latin American Culture

UPPER DIVISION REQUIREMENTS- 10 courses
I. Spanish Department
___ Spanish 100A Phonology & Morphology
___ Spanish 100B Syntax
___ Spanish 160 Topics in Spanish Linguistics
___ Spanish 160 Topics in Spanish Linguistics
___ Upper Division Elective in Spanish (any Spanish course 100-199)
___ Upper Division Elective in Spanish (any Spanish course 100-199)

II. Linguistics Department
Note: Linguistics 20 is the pre-req to ALL upper division Linguistics courses. You must receive a B- or better in Ling 20 to continue in the major.
___ Ling 103 General Phonetics (impacted)
___ Ling 120A Phonology I
___ Ling 120B Syntax I
___ Ling 165A Phonology II OR Ling 165B Syntax II OR Ling 160 Field Methods

*Substitutions are approved on a case-by-case basis. Alternate course must be clearly related to an aspect of Spanish Linguistics, particularly in the case of study abroad programs. Students must supply a course syllabus for review and be approved prior to requesting a substitution.

For questions about Linguistics substitutions and concerns, contact the Department of Linguistics directly.